"TherapyEd's 2011 NPTE Review and Study Guide is the industry's most respected and comprehensive guide. It's authors, Susan O'Sullivan and Raymond Siegelman, are two of the most distinguished educators in the profession, and our exceptional contributors include program directors, senior faculty members, board certified specialists, and experienced clinicians. The 2011 Review and Study Guide prepares students for the NPTE with a comprehensive review of physical therapy content, study and test-taking strategies, state licensure information, and three complete simulated exams on CD. Each of the 600 questions has complete rationales for all correct and incorrect choices and a second critical reasoning rationale identifies the reasoning strategy used (inductive, deductive, analysis, inference, or evaluation), methodology required, and specific area of knowledge needed to correctly answer each question. The New CD has Pass the NPTE software that provides the unique ability to create an exam using the entire 600 question database. Test yourself in specific domains, content categories, and critical reasoning skills, or limit the number of questions to fit the time available. The software is the most advanced in the industry and improves your exam performance efficiently and effectively."--Résumé de l'éditeur.
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